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Microcomputer-based music synthesis hardware is being

developed at North Texas State University (NTSU). The work

described in this paper continues this effort to develop

hardware designs for inexpensive, but good quality, sound

synthesizers.

In order to pursue their activities, researchers in

computer assisted instruction in music theory, psycho-

acoustics, and music composition need quality sound sources.

The ultimate goal of my research is to develop good quality

sound synthesis hardware which can fill these needs

economically.

This paper explores three topics: 1) how a computer

makes music--a short nontechnical description; 2) what has

been done previously--a review of the literature; and 3)

what factors bear on the quality of microcomputer-based

systems, including encoding of musical passages, software

development, and hardware design. These topics lead to the

discussion of a particular sound synthesizer which the

author has designed.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Most digital music synthesis hardware falls into one of

two categories: 1) minimal, inexpensive systems; and 2)

highly sophisticated, expensive systems.

The smallest synthesizers are no more than toys as far

as serious use by composers, educators, and researchers is

concerned. They typically suffer from one or more of the

following deficiencies: lack of control over tonal

qualities (fixed waveforms, fixed envelopes, and fixed

vibrato or tremolo); poor choice of waveforms (square or

triangle wave, which can be unsuitable for multivoice

performance); poor pitch accuracy; lack of dynamic range

(loudness); inadequate or inaccurate control over timings

and durations; or limited pitch range.

The large, very expensive machines magnificently serve

the purposes of those few who are able to use them. These

large systems are almost always one-of-a-kind creations at

major research institutions--for examples, the Stanford

University system(2) and the system at the Institut de

Recherche et de Coordination Acoustique/Musique(IRCAM) in

Paris(3).

A few "in-between" systems--Synclavier and DMX-1000 (4),

for instance--have become commercially available; they point

the way toward the introduction of sophisticated systems at

1
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prices under $10,000. These systems, along with the

currently available software systems, like MUSIC V(l),

partially fill the needs of many university-based composers

and their students.

A need still exists, however, for quality hardware at

an even lower cost. Educators particularly can find uses

for such hardware in such areas as computer-assisted

instruction in music theory, psychoacoustic research, and

music composition.

This paper discusses a few of the problems faced when

working with microcomputer-based sound synthesis systems.

It attempts to bring together information from a number of

different sources and develop a rationale for designing

inexpensive, yet capable, systems. The result of this

research is a design for a digital instrument incorporating

this knowledge.
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CHAPTER II

BASICS

Any discussion of computer music must rely heavily on

the work of Max Mathews. His book, TheTechnology of

Computer Music (3), is a classic in the field of computer

music and should be studied by anyone interested in this

area.

This section will present an intuitive, nontechnical

description of "how a computer makes music." The discussion

presupposes some knowledge of how a computer works. A more

complete discussion of this topic may be found in Mathews'

book (3).

Digital Sound Reproduction

Sound is a rapidly changing variation in the

atmospheric pressure. When these variations are periodic in

nature, a sound with a discernable pitch is produced.

Sounds recorded on a tape recorder are represented as

variations in a physical quantity, called an "analog" of the

sound. When these analog quantities are reproduced through

a loudspeaker, they are transformed into variations in

atmospheric pressure and are perceived as sound.

At any instant in time a physical quantity can be

measured or "sampled." If a large number of these samples

are taken at intervals over a period of time, they

constitute an approximation of the original quantity.
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Fig. 1--Digital approximation of a sound waveform

Figure 1 shows a sound sampled over a period of time.

In order to use these samples in a computer they must

be represented as numbers of finite precision. This is

known as a "digital" representation. The process of

converting a quantity in analog form to a digital form is

known as "analog-to-digital" conversion.

Once in a digital form the samples may be stored,

analyzed, and manipulated by a digital computer. When these

digital samples are sent to a "digital-to-analog" converter

(DAC), at the proper rate, and the output is filtered to remove

frequencies above the Nyquist frequency (see equation 1

below), the reconstituted analog quantities can be sent to a

loudspeaker to produce sound.

The more frequently an analog signal is sampled, the

more accurate the representation. It can be proven

mathematically that a minimum of 2N samples per second is

required to represent a function with a bandwidth of N

cycles per second. The maximum frequency which can be
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represented using a given sampling rate is called the

Nyquist frequency (see Equation 1). It can be approached

only by the use of perfect filters; real filters have

imperfect phase and frequency response. To compensate for

the characteristics of real filters, a sampling rate of

three times (or more) the desired bandwidth is commonly

used.

NYQUIST FREQUENCY {in Hertz} = SAMPLING RATE / 2 (1)

A sampling rate in excess of the Nyquist frequency is

necessary to avoid attenuation of the magnitude, and phase

distortion, of the higher frequency components of the

signal. The detailed calculation depends upon the

characteristics of the filter.

Sources of Noise

Inaccuracies are introduced by imperfect sampling rate

and filtering, as mentioned above. In addition, when the

magnitude of a signal is represented by a digital quantity

of finite precision, an element of error is introduced. This

error, called quantizing error, results because a digital

quantity, being finite, cannot exactly represent a

continuous quantity. Equation 2 calculates quantization

error as a signal-to-noise ratio, in decibels, when a word

size of K bits is used(4).

SN R ~ 6 (K-2) decibels (2)
e
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This signal-to-noise ratio (SN R) is not completely
e

analogous to analog noise. In fact, quantization error is a

non-linear distortion rather than added noise. This means

that in some cases, e.g., very soft passages, the noise may

be more objectionable than the signal-to-noise ratio would

indicate(l). The final judge must be the ear; Chapter VI

discusses this and other sources of noise in terms of

testing an instrument design.

Software Sound Synthesis

In order to understand the complexities of computer

sound generation, one must have an idea of how "traditional"

sound synthesis systems work. The most commonly used

systems, MUSIC V(3) and MUSIC 360(9) for instance, simulate

an analog electronic music synthesizer (like the

commercially available MOOG) in their operation.

"Instruments" in the digital calculations are built

from unit generators which simulate analog synthesizer

devices such as oscillators, filters, and envelope

generators; the interconnections between these unit

generators are the equivalent of wired patches. A score of

"notes" plays the predefined instruments. Each note is

characterized by a starting time, duration, pitch, amplitude,

and other parameters which are specific to the instrument.

A digital synthesis program, then, can simulate the

functions of an analog synthesizer with great flexibility

and accuracy. Its main limitation is computational.
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Theoretically any number of unit generators can combine to

form an arbitrarily complex instrument. In practice, there

is a limit to what can be done within a reasonable length of

time. These time constraints are discussed later in the

chapter.

Instrument Design Notation

A form of block diagram has proven to be very useful in

illustrating the design of software, and even hardware,

instruments. This sort of diagram, seen in Figure 2,

represents the unit generators and their interconnections.

In general, the input parameters which define the sound are

shown at the top of the diagram and the output at the

bottom.

AMPLITUDE FREQUENCY

<-- Oscillator

OUTPUT

Fig. 2--Block diagram of a simple oscillator

The unit generator in Figure 2 is an oscillator which

receives, as input, amplitude and frequency specification

values, and renders samples of a waveform as output. The

amplitude and frequency characteristics of that sampled

waveform are determined by the inputs.
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Generation of Complex Sounds

Traditional instrumental musical sounds are more

complex than the simple block diagram of Figure 2 would

imply. Two qualities especially characterize such sounds:

complex amplitude envelopes and time-varying frequency

spectra.

Complex Envelopes.-- The envelope of a sound represents

the minute variations in amplitude which give it a

characteristic articulation. For example, when a piano key

is struck, the sound almost immediately attains its maximum

amplitude and then falls off or decays steadily. In

contrast, a brass instrument's envelope builds rapidly to a

peak, remains at a relatively steady state for most of the

note, and then decays. The envelope of the sound of an

instrument is often the single factor which best

distinguishes it from other sounds.

Tim-varying spectra.--An arbitrary musical sound (or

timbre) may be represented as the sum of an infinite number

of sinusoidal components, each having an amplitude and

frequency which varies over time(6). These components are

known as partials.

If the amplitudes and frequencies of the partials do

not vary, the sum is a fixed waveform which repeats without

change. Although any arbitrary waveform may be simulated in

this manner, the resulting sound is not usually very
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lifelike or interesting. A way to add interest to this kind

of sound is to vary the amplitudes and frequencies of the

partials over time. The "time-variant" spectra produced in

this way are more characteristic of real sounds. Even with

sounds which are clearly not simulations of real instruments,

this technique creates much more interesting timbres.

Additive synthesis is a technique which creates a time-

variant sound by using one oscillator for each partial. In

practice the number of partials used is anywhere from about

eight to twenty or more. Figure 3 shows how three

oscillators might be added together to make a single

additive instrument.

AMPI FREQ1 AMP2 FREQ2 AMP3 FREQ3

<--OUTPUT

Fig. 3--Simple Additive Instrument

The amplitude and frequency inputs are varied over the

duration of the note to generate the overall timbre.

Time Scale

The large number of samples needed to produce a complex

sound (30,000 per second for a bandwidth of 10,000 Hz)

clearly poses a computational problem. This is especially
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true where multiple notes, or partials, combine to form a

single note in the musical piece. One aid in analyzing this

problem is the concept of a time scale(3). The time scale

can be defined as follows:

TIME SCALE = Time to calculate sound /
Duration of corresponding sound (3)

If the time scale is less than or equal to one (worst-

case) , the sound can be produced in real time. This means

that samples can be sent to the digital-to-analog converter

as they are calculated. A real-time system might be played

like a piano, with the instrument responding instantly to a

performer's actions.

If the time scale is greater than one, the samples must

be saved and played later. Software systems which calculate

and write samples (for example, MUSIC 360(9) and MUSIC V(3))

normally work on time scales between 1 and 50. Time scales

above 50 (about one hour of computation for one minute of

sound) are cumbersome and expensive. Most composers try to

avoid using facilities which are characterized by such large

time scales.

The time scale for the computation of a sound depends

on the complexity of the computation and the speed of the

computer. If a sampling rate of 30,000 samples per second

is desired, a duration of about 33 microseconds is available

to compute each sample in real time. This is not very long;

even the fastest of the inexpensive microprocessors
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commercially available at the present is not adequate for

more than the most rudimentary sound production.

Minicomputers, such as the Digital Equipment

Corporation's (DEC) PDP-1l series computers, can produce

reasonably complex sounds in real-time, but are still under

considerable constraints. MUSIC 11(10), which operates on

the POP-li computers, is an interactive software sound

synthesis system. The MUSIC 11 system which is in use at

MIT can produce some harpsichord-like sounds in real time,

but complex sounds must be stored in digital form on disk or

tape for later performance.

Clearly, as faster general purpose computers become

widely available, these constraints will become less

important. Now, however, other solutions are needed. These

remedies generally fall into two categories: 1) reduction

of computation, and 2) use of specialized hardware to speed

up computation.

Reduction of Computation

Table Lockup

At the lowest level, musical sounds are remarkably

repetitious. A sequence of numbers representing a waveform

can be calculated sample by sample, or a single cycle of the

waveform can be stored and accessed as needed through a

table lookup. Most software-based sound synthesis programs,

like MUSIC V, use functions stored as tables in their
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implementation of oscillators. This technique can be very

effective in, reducing computation. In fact, stored or fixed

functions form the basis of the vast majority of available

systems, software or hardware.

Frequency Modulation

Another important computational technique is frequency

modulation (FM). John Chowning first explored the use of

frequency modulation as a technique to generate complex

waveforms in digital sound synthesis(2). He found that a

wide variety of sounds could be synthesized with great

simplicity.

Figure 4 is a block diagram of how frequency modulation

works. In the basic FM instrument two oscillators are used.

MOD INDEX MODFREQ

Modulating
oscillator -- > gx

AMPLITUDE + FREQUENCY

Carrier
<-- oscillator

OUTPUT SIGNAL

Fig. 4--Block diagram of frequency modulation

The modulating oscillator, top in Figure 4, varies the

frequency of the carrier oscillator. MODINDEX controls the
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amplitude of the modulating oscillator's signal, thereby

controlling the range over which the carrier frequency

varies. MOD FREQ determines how fast the carrier frequency

varies. These two inputs, along with the initial carrier

frequency, determine the partials and their amplitudes in the

final signal. The amplitude and frequency of the partials

generated by frequency modulation can be accurately

predicted from Bessel functions(2). Time-varying spectra

are easily generated by varying MODINDEX and MOD_FREQ.

Frequency modulation is a flexible and popular

technique which has been very extensively used. It is

powerful because the number of calculations needed to

specify a complex sound is significantly less than would be

needed for an equivalent sound generated using additive

synthesis. While FM cannot produce as wide a variety of

sounds as additive synthesis, it is an economical technique

worthy of consideration in many situations. In order to

broaden the capabilities of FM a number of modifications

have been made to the basic FM algorithm by, among others,

Dexter Morrill(7), James Moorer (5), and Steve Saunders(8).

Specialized Hardware

Regardless of the extent to which algorithms can be

simplified and computation reduced, there comes a point of

complexity beyond which real-time processing becomes

impractical. In order to reduce the time scale further,

other measures must be taken.
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An effective way to speed up computation dramatically

is to build specialized processors to handle some of the

most time-consuming, repetitious tasks. When such a course

is takerw the approach is usually to use a mini- or

microcomputer as a "main processor" to control external

digital hardware. Three critical capabilities are

frequently built into this external digital hardware: 1)

table lookup, 2) amplitude scaling, and 3) frequency

control.

The table lookup portion of an oscillator can be

relegated to external hardware, thereby freeing the main

processor from the task of calculating the value of each

sample. This change, combined with the two mentioned below,

can significantly reduce the load on the main processor.

Amplitude scaling generally requires some kind of

multiplication. Multiplication is a good process to make

external because of the cost, in computation time, of doing

it within a program. Frequency control, especially when FM

is used, may also require multiplication.

In any case, both of these functions require calculation

for every sample of output. If they can be handled with

external auxiliary processors, the main processor will be

released from processing individual samples. Now the main

processor need only act when some characteristic of a note

changes, such as the frequency or amplitude. This will occur

much less frequently than every sample.

-------- -----
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CHAPTER III

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The computer has been used in many aspects of music,

from analysis of compositions to synthesis of sounds. This

chapter reviews literature in the use of the computer both

in composition and in sound synthesis.

Compositional applications can be divided into two

areas: programs which "compose" music, subject to

prearranged patterns and constraints, and programs which

assist the composer in handling clerical tasks.

Sound synthesis applications include: computer

programmed sound synthesis--the generation of sound solely

in software, with no external hardware beyond digital-to-

analog converters (DACs); computer control of analog

synthesizers like the MOOG; and computer control of digital

sound synthesizers.

Compositional Applications

Lejaren Hiller was among the first to use the computer

as a compositional tool. Experimental Music, written with

Leonard Isaacson, is a landmark in the field(18). Hiller

and Isaacson began with programs which generated first-

species counterpoint. Their work continued with programs to

"write" music with different stylistic characteristics,

leading up to the "Illiac Suite".

In general, programs can follow predetermined rules and

17
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produce musical pieces. It should be made clear, however,

that computers do not compose; they merely follow

directions. Some person must provide the directions and

constraints which shape the result.

Hiller also worked with John Cage on "HPSCHD"(6). More

recent compositions include "Persiflage for Flute, Oboe and

Percussion," and "Algorithms III" which completes his

Triptych: "Algorithms" I (1968), II (1972), and III (1978).

His most recent works, while often composed for traditional

instruments, are also realized digitally using the MUSIC V

language (19).

Other early investigators include Pierre Schaeffer

(30) and Gottfried Koenig(21), who pioneered music-related

uses of the computer in Europe during the sixties; Herbert

Brun(9), who has composed music with the aid of the

computer; and J. C. Risset(29), who has explored timbre

extensively.

lannis Xenakis' work in composition precedes most other

computer music efforts. "Metastasis" (1953-54) was Xenakis'

first experiment with what he calls "Formalized Music"(36).

Xenakis did not use the computer in this early piece, but his

compositional techniques--structures defined in geometric

terms and the beginnings of the use of probability--

foreshadow his later work with the computer. With

"Pithoprakta" (1955-56), Xenakis integrates the calculus of

probabilities in a musical piece. In this piece, and his
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other "stochastic" (probabilistic) music, he strives to

create new sounds by creating dense "clouds" of sound

points. The focus is not on the individual sound particle,

but rather on the overall (probabilistic) effect of a mass

of these particles. Xenakis' recent work extends his use of

computer technology as a compositional aid to include direct

synthesis of-sound with the computer(37).

Others who have used the computer to compose include

Emmanuel Ghent, who has used compositional algorithms in

combination with Max Mathews' GROOVE system(16); Gary

Nelson, who has worked with random processes(27); Caine and

Ciamaga, whose efforts have included computer generation of

serial structures(13); and Vladimir Ussachevsky, who was a

pioneer in electronic music as well as computer music.

Compositional Aids

There is a fine line between programs which compose and

those which assist the composer. The computer can be a

difficult tool to control, especially for a musician who has

had little prior experience with automatic processes. For a

composer to use the computer effectively there must be some

interface, or connection, between the intentions of the

composer and the computer.

The ability to communicate with the computer is a

function of two factors: 1) the composer's willingness and

ability to learn how to work with the computer, and 2) the

quality of the programming tools that the system designer
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provides for the user. This second factor and the ways in

which it makes the first factor less important are the

primary subjects developed in this section.

The most rudimentary compositional aids are the

languages for delayed synthesis of sound (e.g., MUSIC

IV(24), MUSIC V(22) et al.). These were devised to relieve

the composer of the massive detail needed to directly

program the computer to perform music. Because of their

importance these languages are discussed separately later in

this chapter.

Composers using the early synthesis languages soon

found that additional programs were often desirable.to ease

the translation of complex musical ideas into a form usable

by the computer. Unlike the area of "languages" where a few

systems have been widely used, computer compositional

aids are much more ideocentric and often are used only by

the individual who wrote them.

The Structured Sound Synthesis Project (SSSP) group's

concept of engineering the system to the user approaches

compositional aids in as comprehensive a manner as any(lO).

Others who have made contributions include the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology (MIT) Experimental Music Studio,

which has worked extensively in graphic aids and piano

keyboard interfaces(34), and the Center for Computer

Research in Music and Acoustics (CCRMA) at Stanford

University (31).
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Software tools to aid the compositional process fall

into two categories: Programs which facilitate the detailed

input and editing of scores; and programs which assist the

composer in performing broad-scope compositional tasks.

The above-mentioned examples are cases of the first of

these. Programs which assist the composer in manipulating

larger elements than single notes, such as some of the

SSSP's software(11), fall into the second category. Also

included would be programs which implement basic

compositional techniques such as augmentation, diminution

and so forth. This area, to develop flexible, easily

understood, and at the same time more powerful compositional

tools, appears to be one in which more research would be

very useful to composers.

Sound Synthesis

The generation or control of the minute details of

musical sounds with a digital computer falls into three

categories: computer generation of music details in

software; computer control of analog music synthesizers; and

computer control of digital music hardware.

Software Sound Synthesis

Some of the earliest attempts at using the computer to

specify the details of music were made at the Bell System

Laboratories by Max Mathews(24). Mathews' MUSIC IV is the

prototype for a family of computer music synthesis programs;

..... -------
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MUSIC V, MUSIC 360(32) and MUSIC 11(33) are just a few in

this mold.

The combination of MUSIC IV and offline digital-to-

analog converters simulates in a delayed fashion the

functions of an analog synthesizer. The user constructs

"instrument" programs from basic building blocks. These

blocks include oscillators which allow control of amplitude,

pitch and waveform; filters; envelope generators;

reverberation generators; mixers; and the patches or

connections between these devices. Additional blocks are

also available for specifying such functions as human vocal-

tract formant generation, various arithmetic operations,

random noise generators, and conditional connections. Very

often these programs also include the capability of using

external computer programs for manipulating sounds.

The user then writes a score which "plays" the

instruments as defined. This score is comprised of notes,

each of which is normally represented by one or more records

of information. Input parameters for the instrument are

contained on these records. These parameters always include

a number identifying the instrument which will play the

note, the starting time, and the duration. Other parameters

are also definable by the user and may be used as additional

inputs.

This very general form of software music synthesis is

extremely powerful because, at least in theory, any
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conceivable combination of units may be realized, regardless

of size or complexity. The upper limit on complexity and

size is normally set by the speed of the computer which

processes the language rather than inherent limitations in

the language. Unfortunately, very powerful computers are

needed to produce in a reasonable amount of time anything

but the simplest instruments and scores.

Because of the cost of large amounts of time on large

computers, software synthesis often is very expensive. This

is especially true because these programs normally calculate

from 20,000 to 40,000 values per second of sound (see

Chapter II for a detailed description of this requirement).

In addition the process of using software synthesis followed

by digital-to-analog conversion imposes a delay of from

hours to weeks between the composition of a piece and its

hearing. In only a few places, such as at MIT, can a large

computer be devoted full-time to music applications; in

most cases this delay is inconvenient and counterproduuctive

to the process of composition.

MUSIC 11 is a descendant of MUSIC IV which attempts to

overcome this delay problem. MUSIC 11 runs on a Digital

Equipment Corporation (DEC) minicomputer, the PDP 11, in an

interactive mode. Uncomplicated scores of up to four voices

may be played almost immediately, and more complex scores

with minimal delay. In addition, MIT, where MUSIC 11 was

developed, has implemented piano keyboard input and graphic
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input using a digitizing tablet. With the cheaper and more

powerful minicomputers and digital-to-analog converters

being developed presently,it seems likely that software

synthesis will become a more economically viable course 
for

composers.

Direct Computer Control of Anlj Equmnt

An early instance of computers in music was the use of

a computer to generate control voltages for an analog

synthesizer. Max Mathews' GROOVE system(23), which was

until very recently in use at the Bell System Laboratories,

is an early example of computer-controlled analog equipment.

GROOVE was used by, among others, Emmanuel Ghent to perform

musical compositions(16 ). Additional work in controlling

analog synthesizers has been done by Oppenheim(28) and

Asuar(5). When controlling external equipment the number of

computations necessary for a second of sound is reduced from

tens of thousands to hundreds. This makes it possible to

control analog synthesizers with inexpensive microcomputers

as has been done at NTSU by Larry Austin.

Direct computer Control of Digital Equipment

Recently, because of drastic reductions in the cost of

electronics, a great deal of attention has been given to the
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development of digital hardware which produces digital

signals which can be converted directly 
into sound. In

software synthesis a computer program must produce numbers

approximating the values which define the waveform of a

sound. This requires the production of thousands (usually

at least 20,000) of numbers, or sample values, per second.

The repetitive nature of musical sound in its microstructure

lends itself to the use of specialized auxiliary digital

hardware. The evolution in computer hardware over the past

twenty years has reduced the cost of the basic components of

digital logic from tens of dollars to just a few cents per

component. This makes it feasible now to build specialized

auxilliary equipment to handle the minute details of sound

production, leaving the larger details to a "master" control

computer.

Freeing the computer from the task of generating every

sample reduces the time scale; it makes possible the

generation of complex musical pieces in "real time." Real-

time sound generation eliminates or greatly reduces the

delay found with most software system approaches. 
Immediate

feedback is such a powerful incentive that dozens of digital

synthesizers have been designed and made with this 
idea in

mind.

Digital music synthesis hardware generally falls into

one of two categories: sophisticated, high quality systems,

and inexpensive, low quality, hobby or toy instruments.
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Hardware has been designed in cost ranges from less than $20

for the simplest toys to six figures for very high quality

systems.

Unlike most music software, which has fallen into

"standard" forms reminiscent of MUSIC IV, music hardware

comes in many varieties. The most straightforward way to

approach the topic seems to be to discuss, briefly,

representative systems in several cost categories.

Inexpensive systems.--No absolute scale was used in

choosing "inexpensive" systems; in general any of these

systems would cost under $1000 without its controlling

computer. At North Texas State University (NTSU) Dan

W. Scott has developed the AMUS system(7). This digital

synthesis system is used as the sound source for the NTSU

computer-assisted instruction (CAI) program in music

theory(17). The synthesizer described in this paper is

envisioned as being a successor to the music synthesizer

portion of AMUS, although its design does not resemble the

AMUS synthesizer.

Other systems include Solid State Music's one-voice

music synthesizer board, designed for the S-100, or "ALTAIR"

bus; ALF's three-voice synthesizer board for the Apple II

computer; and Micromusic's four-voice board, also for the

Apple. These last two boards have been used in CAI and

other applications with some success(S).

ism4mom
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Intermediate systems.--At least two reasonably

sophisticated digital sound generation systems have become

available commercially within the last few years. The

Synclavier (New England Digital Corporation), a

minicomputer-based system, synthesizes sixteen voices in

real-time. It has a keyboard interface and uses floppy

diskettes to store controlling information. Its real-time

capabilities have been demonstrated by Jon Appleton and Joel

Chadabe, among others, in concert performances.

The DMX-1000 is a special-purpose computer designed

specifically for audio signal processing(35). It acts as a

peripheral to another "master" computer which prepares a

program for the DMX-1000 and controls its activities. The

DMX-1000 is unusual in that it is a programmable

synthesizer; it does not have hardware oscillators, filters,

and so forth. Instead, all functions are implemented as

user-written programs within the synthesizer. This gives it

great flexibility, although it does require more work by the

user in order to set up the program.

These two commercially available systems will surely

have competitors within the price range around $10,000.

They seem to be a viable middle course for many between the

toys and the large-scale systems. The one worrisome aspect

of these systems is that they often facilitate the use of

one set of timbre and articulation specifications over

others, causing pieces to have a uniformity in sound which

- vm
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could be undesirable. Also there is no indication that

their prices will drop dramatically, leaving the same gap in

the market between inexpensive and sophisticated systems

which was mentioned above.

Ltra -scale systems.--A variety of sophisticated

"state-of-the-art" systems have been developed at different

institutions. These are generally one-of-a-kind machines.

Bell Systems Laboratories is responsible for the

development of several synthesizers including the designs

called 4B and 4C and, more recently, a less expensive

design(l, 2). The 4B and 4C synthesizers have also been

used at the Institut de Recherche et de Coordination

Acoustique/Musique (IRCAM) in Paris(26).

The VOSIM synthesizer is a system which has as its

basis the goal of generating "sounds exclusively by means of
2

sin pulses of variable duration and variable delay." The

model for this synthesizer is the set of linguistic signs

used in denoting Indo-European vowels. From this basis of

vowel sounds the developers of VOSIM intend to "expand and

adapt this model so that musical signs could also be

approached in the same way"(20).

The VOSIM technique has been assimilated as part of a

synthesizer designed by the SSSP group at the University of

Toronto (12). Their instrument implements four other

techniques in addition to that of VOSIM: fixed waveform,

frequency modulation, additive synthesis, and waveshaping.
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The instrument described in this paper owes much to the

SSSP synthesizer, as acknowledged in Chapter V. (Another

influence on this design is the Dartmouth digital

synthesizer(4), which implements four voices of frequency

modulation in real-time.)

Researchers at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) have

developed a synthesizer which is based on high-speed bit-

slice microprocessors(14, 15). It is controlled by a PDP-ll

minicomputer. J. F. Allouis of the Groupe de Recherches

Musicales, Institut National de l'Audiovisuel in Paris has

also developed a synthesizer which uses high-speed bipolar

bit-slice microprocessors(3); this system uses a Motorola

M6800 microcomputer as a controller.

Two other large systems are the Moore digital

synthesizer, designed by F. R. Moore at Stanford University,

and the Systems Concepts digital synthesizer, designed and

built by Peter Samson of Systems Concepts Inc.(25). These

two designs, especially the Moore synthesizer, emphasize

modularity--the ability to add or replace functions in

the instrument by changing pluggable modules. This sort of

design is said to allow for orderly growth and may protect

the instrument from premature obsolescence.

These systems represent the most technologically

advanced computer music hardware in existence at this time.

Unfortunately, the only access that many composers and other

users have to these systems is through summer seminars and
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other short-term arrangements. This sort of situation

barely allows enough time for them to become familiar with

the workings of the machine; certainly not enough time to

make significant progress in mastering its use. It is hoped

that such systems will become more accessible and that

programming tools will be developed which will facilitate

use of these systems.

This discussion only touches a selection of digital

hardware, but It should indicate the great variety of

systems being used currently. Computer music technology,

like computer technology in general, moves extremely

rapidly. The most powerful system today may be obsolete

tomorrow. The challenge is to look beyond the immediate

limitations to the overall goal of gaining significant

control over a wide range of musical expression. To the

extent that a given instrument facilitates the movement

towards this goal, it can be considered a success.
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CHAPTER IV

MUSIC ENCODING

The encoding of music for use in a digital synthesizer

requires design on at least two levels: 1) the machine

level--the specific way in which the digital hardware is

controlled at the lowest level; and 2) the user interface--

the way in which the user interacts with the complete

system. There are sometimes more levels of detail between

these two, but they define the two most important elements

of any system: 1) what can be done and what are the limits;

and 2) how is the system controlled.

Machine Level Control

The machine level instructions for a digital instrument

are analogous to the mechanics of producing a sound on a

conventional musical instrument. That is, where are the

fingers placed and what is bowed or blown or struck in order

to produce a particular sound. These mechanical

constraints, along with the ability of the player, define

the acoustical limitations of the instrument.

In a digital instrument the complexity and range of

sound available are limited by the instrument itself, by the

capacity of any controlling computer, and by the ingenuity

of the programmer (and, ultimately, by the musician user).

On the machine level there is a trade-off between the

degree of control allowed by the system and the ease of

35
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using the system. The simplest systems may require

specification only of pitch and a way to turn the sound on

and off. This sort of system is easy to use but allows

little latitude in its use. The opposite end of the scale

would be a system which requires interaction to produce each

sample, i.e., a totally software system. A compromise often

reached delegates the repetitious duties to specially

designed hardware which is controlled by an external

computer. The external computer sets up tables and

parameters and only interacts when a parameter or table

change is required.

The User Interface

The machine level control of a system sets the physical

limits of its use. The user of a computer music system does

not usually work at this lowest level, although access at

this level should be available in case the user needs it.

In order to use a system realistically,some sort of higher

level interface is essential. In music this interface has

traditionally been the score.

The computer cannot, economically, directly read a

musical score, although work is being done in this area(7).

The user must find some compromise in the means of

expressing musical ideas. One approach is to use a graphic

display terminal such as MIT, Stanford, and Toronto's SSSP

have(9, 10, 11). With this approach, notes can be created

and moved around the staves. A more general approach is to
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use a mnemonic code, based on combinations of the elementary

symbols commonly available on punched cards or interactive

terminals.

The DARMS (Digital Alternative Representation for

Musical Scores(4)) code is one of the most established of

these codes. The aim of DARMS's designers was to devise a

code which would allow non-musically trained people to enter

a complete musical score, including all accents, symbols,

and so forth.

The primary purpose of the DARMS code is for typography

(i.e., publishing scores) rather than performance. It

treats auxilliary notations, such as dynamics and

articulation, as textual material, not as performance

directions. The vast range of this code along with its

musically unintuitive numeric representation has caused many

potential users to develop alternatives.

Among the better known codes is MUSTRAN(12),which uses

letters as mnemonics and is much less formidable than DARMS.

Other encoding methods include the "Plaine and Easie

code"(l), MUSPEC(3), IML(6), AMUS(S), and Alphamuse(8).

Each of these has its particular uses and supporters, but

none has become a "standard."

Specification of Pitch

The major differences between encoding schemes;usually

appear in the representation of pitch and duration. Pitch

can be represented in one of at least four ways: 1) by
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alphabetic representation of pitch name (e.g. A or C#, e.g.

AMUS and MUSTRAN); 2) by numeric representation of pitch

(e.g. 1=C, 2=C#, e.g. Alphamuse); 3) by numeric

representation of note position on staff (e.g. DARMS); or

4) by direct numeric representation of pitch (e.g. 440

Hz=A); this last type of representation is not usual but can

be used in MUSIC 360. Each of these representations has

pros and cons; the most common, though, is some kind of

alphabetic code, because of its simplicity.

Specification of Duration

Duration representation generally falls into one of two

categories; encoding in terms of an absolute time scale,

e.g. seconds; and encoding in terms of a relative scale. A

relative time notation usually uses symbols for musically

significant quantities (quarter notes, eighth notes etc.);

these are then tied to an absolute time scale by equating a

"beat" with some unit of time (e.g. quarter note = 1 sec.),

This is equivalent to the use of metronome markings in

"standard" music notation0  Relative scaling methods

generally use some numeric or alphabetic mnemonic scheme.

An exception is Alphamusewhere beats are separated by

punctuation. Relative scaling, in one form or another, is

the most popular duration encoding scheme because of its

similarity to standard music notation.
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Simultaneously Sounded Pitches

Representation of simultaneously sounded pitches

presents additional problems. Solutions usually take one of

two forms: horizontal formatting and vertical formatting.

With horizontal formatting, each voice in a multi-voiced

piece is represented as a separate sequence of notes. These

sequences are combined to form the composite piece by the

system.

With vertical formatting the voices are grouped

together. This entails specifying, in turn, each voice

which changes at a particular time. Figure 5 is an

illustration of these two formatting methods using AMUS

notation. The commas in the illustration are not required

in AMUS notation; they are included to show clearly the

division of time.

Vertical representation is often effective with chordal

textures, while horizontal representation lends itself to

contrapuntal passages. Because of this, many languages allow

the use of either vertical or horizontal representation at

the discretion of the user (e.g., DARMS; AMUS--in its most

recent version; and Alphamuse).

Standardization

Almost all aspects of a musical score are represented

directly in DARMS notation, hence its generality. Most

other notations have only minimal provisions for encoding

other information (e.g., articulation, volume and tempo).
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Musical Example

Voice 1:
Voice 2:
Voice 3:
Voice 4:

Cull , , BDQ , CUQ
EQ , FH , , EQ
GDQ , AQ , BQ , GQ
CDQ , FQ , GQ , CQ

Horizontal Formatting

ICU 2E 3GD 4CDQ
1BD 3B 4G , 1CU

2F 3A 4FQ ,
2E 3G 4CD

Vertical Formatting

Fig. 5--Vertical and Horizontal. Formatting in AMUS

This results from either the intention of specifying this

additional information as attributes of an "instrument"

which will "play" the score, or from the deliberate omission

of these attributes because of their irrelevance to the task

the notation was designed for.

Thought has been given by many to the possibility of

developing a "standard" alphanumeric notation for music

llifooowo7y
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encoding. The Alphamuse language has been proposed by its

designer as a candidate for such a standard(8), as have

other languages. Knowing the varying requirements of

musicians, however, agreement on a "common" language seems

an improbable occurrence. A more realistic goal might be

the adoption of DARMS as a "standard" publication language

for information interchange with the idea that, while it

would not always be used directly, it does provide a wide

range of generality. Developers of other languages might

use any format they desired, but for exchange of scores they

would translate their code into DARMS.

Extensions to Encoding Languages

The "ideal" system would allow the user to deal with

musical ideas at any level of abstraction, from a single

sample to an entire piece. The composer should be able to

manipulate these ideas as abstractions, adding details only

when needed as the piece evolves. In addition the composer

should be able to work from the bottom up; i.e., to define a

microstructure, name it, and thereafter refer to it by name

while building the larger, outer structures. In this way

notes, motives, phrases, movements, and entire pieces can be

defined once and subsequently operated upon without repeated

definition.

Some work has been done in this area(2), but most

programs which help composers use hardware systems lack the

sophistication of the hardware they control. Areas of

_.. Y
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future development should include facilitating better

organization of musical concepts.. First, the idea of

hierarchies needs development: working at a high level,

ignoring details; and working at a bottom level, formulating

the details. Secondly, emphasis should be retained, and

increased, on the concept of transparency--making the

default (non-explicit). case as intuitive as possible.

Finally, thought should be focussed on the idea of

developing a repertoire of primitive music composition

operations, analogous to arithmetic operators in

mathematics, which can be built upon by composers to make

use of a system in a sophisticated manner.
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CHAPTER V

HARDWARE DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

The design of any digital hardware requires an analysis

of the trade-offs between hardware cost and complexity and

the desired performance of the final product. In music

synthesis the results of these trade-offs are often quite

audible.

Many music hardware designs approach these trade-offs

with the idea of maximizing performance with little or no

concern for the cost or complexity of either hardware or

software. Bell Telephone Laboratories (1), Stanford

University (6), and IRCAM (7), among others, have produced

hardware in the category, setting the standards for other

systems and defining the state-of-the-art.

Most developers, however, are constrained by the

availability of funds and cost guidelines for the final

product. The NTSU AMUS development and the present design

were formulated with both of these limitations in mind. The

projects were not funded by grants and all parts and

equipment for constructing prototypes were required to be at

hand in the NTSU Computer Sciences department or obtainable

using departmental funds. Secondly, the intention in each

case was to develop a design which would be inexpensive

enough to use in applications where there might be many

devices at one location. Clearly, an installation is

45
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unlikely to have several identical synthesizers if each one

costs $100,000. This might be feasible, however, if the

cost were less than $1000 each.

Currently at NTSU work is proceeding on two designs

which wouuld be suitable for these applications. One is a

successor to AMUS, now in the planning stage; Dan W. Scott

is designing this instrument. The second is the design

which is the topic of this paper. A prototype of the second

design is being constructed currently (December 1979) and

should be ready for testing in the spring of 1980.

Cost Considerations

A number of design decisions were made in this project

solely on the basis of cost. In fact, part of the intent of

the project was to determine if a workable instrument could

be constructed within the guidelines described below.

Multipliers

Multiplying, in one form or another, is nearly

unavoidable in digital sound synthesis. Amplitude and

frequency scaling are the two most common applications of

multipliers in music applications. Unfortunately, digital

multiplication can be costly, in either software or hardware

implementations. Hardware multipliers are coming down in

price, but the cheapest have been too slow and the ones

which are fast enough are likely to be the most expensive

part of a system.
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One way of avoiding digital multiplication is by the

use of analog scaling. Examples of this technique can be

found in the Dartmouth synthesizer(2) and the SSSP

synthesizer(4). In both of these systems the amplitude

value is converted from digital to analog and used as a

multiplying input to the waveform DAC. The SSSP design and

this project's design use a third DAC for envelope scaling.

Figure 6 shows these DACs and their

Jo (e owt tnpc. .4
o~ut
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Fig. 6--Block diagram of amplitude and envelope scaling

interconnections. This is the way the NTSU board is

currently configured.

Number of Voices

Most digital synthesizer designs can play one or more

... .1 1-1. " I - - sqk. is , ,
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independent voices. A voice can be thought of as being

equivalent to a single line of music in a traditional score.

In some cases voices may belong to a larger entity--examples

being the use of multiple voices to realize the partials of

a single additively synthesized voice or the use of one or

more voices to modulate another, as in frequency modulation.

Usually, however, the number of voices a particular

instrument has determines the maximum number of independent

musical lines which can be played simultaneously.

There are at least two ways in which multiple voices

can be realized in a hardware design: separate physical

hardware for each voice, or time division multiplexing of

one set of hardware.

Separate Hardware

This sort of design requires duplicate hardware for

each voice. The advantages of such a design are 1)

simplicity--the hardware for each voice is independent from

the other voices and usually identical; 2) modularity--if

one voice doesn't work, it can be removed and fixed

separately, allowing system use to continue with a reduced

number of voices; and 3) expandability--it should be much

easier to add voices to an existing synthesizer if the

process involves, mainly, the addition of extra similar

modules.

Disadvantages include 1) increased cost--in

comparison with an equivalent time multiplexed system, more

- ' - '.., ,.: .. _ ,-. .-. :-. - .,_-. r: , u..' _ .. - , .: ,+:. _,.c.'y :. .::. .:_ , ., : h . :.. ;:.,,,,..~, 7 . . .. +. ..... ,x.r. ... .r.:.Kw: n.w ... trr.^,a...rr.:..:.,.: -
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parts are almost always required, increasing the cost of

parts and probably the demand for power; 2) greater physical

size--thus incurring the cost of more printed circuit

boards, card cages, and the expense of assembling these

components; and 3) greater possibility of breakdown--

although the severity of a failure may be lessened in this

kind of system, the more parts there are, the more

possibilities there are for a breakdown.

Time Multiplexing

A frequent alternative to the use of discrete

components for each voice is the use of hardware for a

single voice which is time multiplexed to provide many

voices. Because of the speed of integrated circuits, it is

often possible to design a single instrument which can

generate a sample for each of several voices within the time

allotted for one sample of output (usually between 16 to 50

microseconds). The design discussed in this paper generates

a new value for one voice every two microseconds. Eight

voices are generated by the instrument so that each voice is

serviced every sixteen microseconds, resulting in a sampling

rate, for each voice, of 62,500 samples per second.

Using inexpensive TTL devices, these speeds are easily

attainable. A design which takes two microseconds for each

voice allows for two memory accesses to a 450-nanosecond

memory. This memory can be shared through Direct Memory

Access (DMA) with a "host"' computer within that

- -
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two-microsecond calculation time.

Multiplexed systems offer several advantages over

separate voice systems, at least for systems with several

voices. The first of these advantages is cost. As

described above, a time multiplexed system uses the same

hardware to generate many voices of sound, thereby reducing

the number of parts and amount of power that are required.

Other advantages of multiplexed systems are closely

related to cost. Multiplexing can significantly reduce a

system's size. This reduction normally brings with it a

decrease in power requirements and an increase in

reliability because of the smaller number of parts.

Disadvantages include 1) increased complexity--

although there may be fewer parts in a time multiplexed

system, the design is almost always more complex. This may

offset the maintenance advantage of having fewer parts by

making their precise operation more critical and by

increasing the effort necessary to repair a problem; 2)

timing--timing problems manifest themselves in two ways:

first, higher speed parts may be needed, thus increasing

cost and, possibly, power requirements. Second, the design

process is complicated by the necessity of worrying about

the interleaving of functions, in addition to implementing

the functions themselves; and 3) interdependence--although

fewer parts are likely to be necessary, failure of any part

is probably going to have a greater effect in a multiplexed
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system and will be more likely to lead to a complete-

breakdown; and 4) asynchronous operation of voices--a

feature which is at the basis of the AMUS design (3) and

several others (2,5), adds considerable difficulty to

multiplexed operation.

Time multiplexing was chosen as the method for the NTSU

design. Because of the simplicity of the instrument itself

and the desire to minimize cost, a multiplexing scheme

seemed feasible and desirable. Eight voices were chosen as

a compromise between hardware complexity and the difficulty

of controlling many voices, on one side, and lack of

flexibility and sound complexity due to too few voices, on

the other side. (It appears in retrospect that as many as

sixteen voices would also be practical.)
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CHAPTER VI

DESIGN OF THE MUSIC BOX DIGITAL SYNTHESIZER

User Functional Specifications

The music box design described in this paper produces

eight independent analog signals. Each of these signals is

controlled with parameters provided by the user. A stored

waveform, which the user specifies, is the basis for each

signal. The user also specifies the amplitude and frequency

characteristics of the sound. Another stored waveform is

used for further amplitude scaling, allowing swifter and

finer changes in amplitude. This second stored waveform may

be used for envelope generation or vibrato (amplitude

modulation).

The generation of the envelope scaling factor parallels

the generation of the waveform samplewith the exception

that the envelope scaling factor is interpreted by the DACs

as an eight-bit unsigned integer, while the waveform sample

is interpreted as an eight-bit signed integer.

Both the output signal and the envelope are sampled at

a rate of 62,500 samples per second. This parallelism

allows the envelope to represent a modulating waveform with

a frequency range equal to the output waveform. At low

frequencies this could act as a tremolo and at higher

frequencies as a rapid amplitude modulation generating a

complex waveform.
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The complete system has three major components: a

control computer--an M6809 microprocessor---(3),,a shared

memory, and a digital instrument. Figure 7 is an overall

block diagram of the entire system. In addition, in some

applications it may be desirable to use the M6809 solely as

a controller and use an external computer to send mnemonic

score over a serial interface to the M6809. By connecting a

terminal to the serial interface the system could stand

alone.

As referred to within this section, the user is assumed

to be working directly through the control computer and not

through any higher level interface. For most purposes,

then, the "user" could be the control computer.

Within this paper, "music box," or system, refers to the

complete system as shown in Figure 7. "Instrument" refers

strictly to the portion of the system which produces sound;

and control computer or M6809 refers to the portion of the

system which provides control.

M6809 SHARED INSTRUMENT

MEMORY

Fig. 7--Overall Block Diagram of the System

One voice of the instrument may be diagrammed as shown

in Figure 8. Two oscillators combine to form a single

instrument. Input to the instrument includes the values

shown in figure 8 as well as values which select a waveform
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table for each oscillator in the instrument and other values

which provide control functions (see Table I).

AMP CONTROL waveform
SAMPLINGINC envelope

<--envelope generator
r)

SAMPLINGINC waveform

<--waveform
ru oscillator

<--output

Fig. 8--Block Diagram of Instrument (one voice).

Fig. 9--Mapping of parameters in memory (one voice)

The control parameters fur the instrument must appear

in the addressable memory space of the control computer. In

order to change the value of control parameters new values

are stored in memory locations which are accessible both to

SAMPLINGINC (8 LSB) waveform

SAMPLINGINC (8 MSB) waveform

AMPLITUDE TABLESELECT

-- unused --

SAMPLINGINC (8 LSB) envelope

SAMPLINGINC (8 MSB) envelope

CONTROL TABLESELECT

--"unused --
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the control computer and to the instrument. The memory

elements corresponding to these addresses are not normal

system memory; they are within the instrument. To the

control computer, however, they are addressed like normal

system memory. Figure 9 shows the mapping of parameters in

memory; the base address of this memory map is switch-

selectable on the instrument so that it can conform to the

needs of the control computer. Table I shows these

instrument parameters and the quantities they represent.

The memory map is implemented as a register file on the

instrument. This register file is set up so that the

instrument may access all of the values for a given voice

simultaneously. The control computer, however, sees these

locations as write-only memory. The details of the register

file are discussed later in this chapter. The rest of the

memory, for tables, is standard random access memory,

accessible alternately by the instrument and the control

computer.

The instrument must access the shared memory at the

rate of once a microsecond. "Direct Memory Access" (DMA) is

the general term for a computer system facility which allows

a CPU to share memory with other active (CPU-like) devices.

The details of a DMA design are complex and implementation-

dependent, and hence the specifications for the control

signals of a DMA design are beyond the immediate scope of

this paper. Suffice to say that it is assumed that the
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TABLE I

MAP OF PARAMETERS IN MEMORY

SAMPLING INC

SAMPLING INC

TABLESELECT

AMP CONTROL

AMP CONTROL

(for the waveform) 16 bit value, 4 bit
integer and 12 bit fraction. SAMPLINGINC
(SI) Represents the frequency of the
waveform.

SI = Function_length/Samplingrate * Freq{in
hertz}
Function length =256
Sampling rate 62,500 per second
therefore SI = 0.004096 * Freq {in Hertz}

(for the envelope)
This value is the sampling increment for the
envelope scaling factor. It can be
calculated in the same manner as frequency
or as the duration of one pass through the
envelope table. This second calculation is
shown below.

SI = 0.004096 * (1/Duration tin seconds})

(waveform or envelope)
4 bit value, the 8 high-order bits of the
address for a waveform or envelope table are
formed from this value (low-order) and 4
bits (high-order) which are switch-
selectable on the instrument. Tables must
be aligned on 256 byte boundaries.

(waveform)
4 bits, 16 levels of amplitude ranged
linearly from zero to full scale.

(envelope)
4 bits, control functions for the
instrument.
Bit 4 is the ON/OFF control for the voice (l
= on).
Bit 5 clears the accumulator value for the
voice (0 = clear).
Bit 6 enables an interrupt at the end of the
envelope table (1 = enable).
Bit 7 enables an interrupt at the end of the
waveform table (l = enable).
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instrument has access on a regular basis to the memory which

holds the tables of waveform and envelope values. This

access is assumed to be for approximately 0.5 microseconds

out of a one-microsecond cycle time. The instrument is

designed to supply a sixteen-bit address and to receive

eight-bit data values when it has access to memory.

Timing Considerations

A user program in the control computer is responsible

for timing on the note level; i.e., note initiation and

termination. Any number of possible schemes might be

formulated for handling the timing necessary to control the

instrument. One possibility, modelled on the AMUS system

follows (l) .

An AMUS score is divided into blocks internally. Each

block defines a period of time and the control values which

are in effect during that period. This requires that the

score be divided internally at every point where some change

occurs. Each block contains the changes required at that

particular point and a value representing the interval which

must elapse before the next change (see Table II).

The control computer transfers the data for a voice

from an internal score block to the instrument memory map,

and the timing data into a counter in memory. The control

computer then idles until a timing program interrupt occurs.
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TABLE II

INTERNAL SCORE NOTATION

Type Length Contents

Header 1 byte Length of block

Voice data 2 bytes Voice address

2 bytes Sampling increment

1 byte Ampcontrol

(Voice data may be repeated in 5 byte blocks as needed)

Trailer 2 bytes Timing (duration of block)

The control computer system hardware periodically

generates a timing interrupt of the control computer

program. When the control computer CPU receives an

interrupt, it decrements its timing counter value; when the

counter reaches zero the control computer writes the voice

data from the next block of score into the control locations

and sets the new counter value. Since this process is

interrupt-driven, performance of a score can be concurrent

with other control computer functions.

It is anticipated that in many applications, CAI in

music theory and psychoacoustic research for instance, the

user will want to use a mnemonic code, like the ones

discussed in Chapter IV. One function of the control

processor, then, can be to translate user-oriented mnemonic

code into an internal score notation such as the AMUS scheme

just described. In such an application the entire

-----------
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synthesizer system, including the control computer, can be

tied in with another system through a serial interface. The

external computer would interact with users, and when

translation or performance was required, it would

transmit score or performance directions to the music system

for processing.

Theory of Implementation

The music box generates eight independent voices by

multiplexing a single digital instrument eight ways. One

sample for one voice is produced in two instrument memory

access cycles (2 microseconds total), reading first a

waveform sample value and then an envelope scaling factor

from main memory. Memory accesses are interleaved with

those of the control computer; i.e., the instrument is a DMA

device.

For each instrument fetch from main memory a sixteen-

bit address must be calculated. The most significant eight

bits of this address are supplied by the user in two parts;

the four high-order bits are switch-selectable on the

instrument and the four low-order bits are written into

memory as TABLESELECT. These two values determine the

table to be used.

The least significant eight bits of the sixteen-bit

address choose the sample within the table. The instrument

calculates the least significant bits in the following

manner (see figure 10 for a block diagram of the entire
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address calculation):

1. The user supplies (in the shared memory) a fixed
point value (SAMPLINGINC) for each voice. This
is referred to as the sampling increment. These
sixteen-bit values are each comprised of a four-
bit integer part and a twelve-bit fractional
part.

2. The instrument adds the sampling increment for a
voice to a twenty-bit sum (eight-bit integer,
twelve-bit fraction), which it maintains
internally in one accumulator for each voice.

3. The instrument saves this new twenty-bit sum in
the voice accumulator for use during the next
cycle; the integer portion of it becomes the
lower eight bits of the address of the next
sample to be read from the referenced table.

4. Provision is made to reset the accumulator of
each voice through the use of bit 5 of
AMP CONTROL (see table I). If this bit is clear
(equal to zero), the accumulator content is set
equal to zero; otherwise, the sum for the voice
is incremented periodically.

Two identical instrument memory fetches are prepared in

this manner; they receive, respectively, the eight-bit

waveform value for this sample and the eight-bit envelope

scaling value for this sample.

The user provides a four-bit amplitude specification

value (AMPCONTROL(waveform)) which furnishes overall

amplitude scaling. Two multiplying DACs and one other DAC

in the instrument implement this scaling, as shown in figure

6. All scaling is analog rather than digital, eliminating

the need for a digital multiplier and also allowing the use

of a full scale (i.e., maximum accuracy) waveform table

value at all times.
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Fig. 10--Diagram of Address Calculation

At the end of the second instrument memory fetch the

instrument transfers the amplitude, envelope and waveform

values for a voice to the DACs. These values are held there

for a fixed interval until the next sample is ready (after

the two memory fetches for the next voice).

Functional Interface Description

This section defines the details of the interface

between the instrument and the rest of the system (i.e., the

memory and control busses). As mentioned previously, the

details of the DMA control signals are beyond the scope of
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this paper. The write-only memory map of the instrument is

periodically connected to the control computer system memory

busses. At that time the control computer may supply a

sixteen-bit address (within the range specified for the

instrument) and eight bits of data. In addition, control or

timing signals (such as, for instance, "valid memory

address" and "write") peculiar to the computer system must

be provided; these control signal details are beyond the

scope of this paper. For the purposes of this discussion,

however, assume that input to the instrument includes the

variables within MEMORYMAP and the three control signals

described in figure 11. The control signals are assumed to

be generated from a one megahertz clock by the computer

system hardware.

The controlling computer may write into MEMORYMAP

while ACCESSGRANTED is low. When ACCESSGRANTED is high

the instrument has access to memory. The instrument then

performs two operations: 1) it accesses memory using the

address calculated during the previous memory access period;

and 2) it calculates an address for the next memory access

period.

Each instrument memory access period has three stages

signalled by three events (see figure 11): 1)

ACCESSGRANTED, low-to-high; 2) ACCESSDELAYED, low-to-high;

and 3) ACCESSGRANTED, high-to-low. To generate one sample

for one voice, two instrument memory accesses are required,
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one for the waveform and one for the envelope. Appendix B

illustrates the operations, mostly register transfers, which

occur during these two memory access periods. Appendix A

contains a high-level pseudo-language description of the

data used by the instrument.

ACCESSGRANTED

ACCESSDELAYED

WAVEENV

ACCESSGRANTED

When this externally controlled signal is
high the instrument can access the memory it
shares with the control computer. The
frequency of this signal determines, in
part, the frequency of the output signal.
For the calculation of sampling increment
used in this paper ACCESSGRANTED is assumed
to be generated by a one megahertz (1 Mhz)
clock. When ACCESSGRANTED is low the
control computer has access to the memory.

This internally generated control goes high
at least 50 nanoseconds (ns) after
ACCESS GRANTED and goes low at the same time
as ACCESS GRANTED. It allows addresses to
settle on the instrument's internal address
bus before they are used.

This internally generated control is
ACCESS GRANTED divided by two. WAVE ENV is
low during the waveform fetch and high
during the envelope fetch.

WAVEENV I
ACCESSDELAYED

50 ns

Fig. li--Timing diagram for instrument

1
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Details of Implementation

The instrument is designed to be built from standard or

LS series TTL, with the exception of the DACs. Several

aspects of the instrument warrant discussion in greater

detail; these include the use of register files, stored

waveform tables, pipelining of data, and control registers

(AMPCONTROL (envelope)).

Register File

The MEMORYMAP is implemented as a register file in the

instrument. While ACCESSGRANTED is low, the register file

can be addressed by the control computer and data written by

it into the file. While ACCESSGRANTED is high, data are

read from the register file by the instrument, using

INSTRUMENTSELECT as the address. The control computer can

write only one byte per memory cycle; the instrument may

access one entire record (3 bytes) per cycle. Because the

parameters necessary to scale amplitude, control the

instrument and select the tables are in this register file,

fetches to main memory are needed only to access the stored

waveforms.

Stored Waveforms

Stored waveform tables are the basis of the music

system. Each table consists of 256 bytes (signed two's

complement integers) for waveforms and 256 bytes (unsigned

integers) for envelopes. Tables are aligned on 256 byte
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boundaries, but otherwise may be placed anywhere within the

usable memory of the computer. Each of the eight voice

synthesizers may individually address any table for its

waveform and envelope functions. A table may serve one or

more voices concurrently, avoiding needless duplication.

Pipelining and Simultaneous Processing

The architecture of the instrument is pipelined in

order not to waste any memory access cycles. During any

memory access period (i.e., while ACCESSGRANTED is high)

the instrument fetches a value from the shared memory and

simultaneously calculates from its register file the address

of the value to be fetched during the next memory access

period. (Both of these address values (shared memory and

register file) depend upon the current voice number.)

As values needed for an output sample are accessed,

from main memory and the register file, they are stored in

the set of intermediate latches: NEXTWAVE, NEXTAMP and

NEXTCONTROL. The last value accessed from main memory is

the eight-bit envelope scaling factor. When its value is

ready on the DATABUS, it and the information in the

intermediate latches are transferred to the final rank of

latches (WAVE DAC, ENVDAC, AMPDAC and CONTROLLATCH) which

are directly connected to the output DACs. These transfers

occur on the high-to-low transition of ACCESSGRANTED when

WAVEENV is low (see Appendix B).

The address calculation for instrument memory accesses
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is also pipelined. During one memory access period the

address of the next value to be fetched is prepared and

stored in NEXTADDRESS. At the beginning of the next memory

access period NEXT ADDRESS is transferred to the ADDRESSBUS

and a value is fetched. These operations overlap so that

during any one memory access period a value is being fetched

as the address of the next fetch is prepared.

Control Register

Each voice has four bits in its portion of MEMORYMAP

which act as externally supplied control parameters (see

figure 9 on page 55). These controls are provided

for the convenience of the user in controlling the

instrument. Bit 4 is a simple ON/OFF switch which must be

clear for the voice to sound. Bit 5 clears the sum'in the

waveform accumulator for the voice; as long as Bit 5 is set

ACCFILE(VQICESELECT) remains disabled, with a value of 0.

Bit 5 may be used to help synchronize changes by

continuously clearing the accumulator until all transfers of

data are complete, then setting the value of Bit 5 to permit

sums to be accumulated. Bits 6 and 7 enable an interrupt to

be sent to the control computer when the end of the waveform

or envelope table is reached. Bit 6 equal to one enables

the envelope table interrupt, and Bit 7 equal to one enables

the wave form table interrupt.
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Testing Rationale

A prototype of the instrument is being constructed.

This section discusses how the instrument will be tested and

what particular aspects of testing are considered especially

important.

Listening Tests

In order to be useful, the instrument must pass both

objective tests and subjective listening tests. Listening

tests are particularly important because the different

varieties of noise which a digital instrument will produce

are not always linear or very predictable (at least in terms

of aural effect(2)). Quantization noise and sampling noise

(see Chapter II) are nonlinear, and other noises, such as

clicks produced when changing from one waveform to another

or abruptly changing amplitude, are not easily predictable.

Another reason for careful listening tests is to judge

the quality of the analog signal, especially when more than

one voice is sounding simultaneously. These tests need to

be made over all amplitude levels, with both smooth and

rough envelopes, and with a variety of modes of amplitude

modulation.

It is not expected that clicks and other noises can be

avoided completely in the instrument; sudden changes in

amplitude and discontinuities in the waveform will cause

noise (which may be the objective for some performances).

What is hoped, however, is that clicks and noises can be
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avoided without great difficulty and without losing

flexibility.

Objective Tests

Objective tests consist of intonation tests, tests of

the amplitude scaling, and observation on the oscilloscope

to verify the integrity of the waveform. Additional tests

must be made to insure that the timing of durations is

accurate and that the envelopes are properly formed.

The ultimate test, of course, is the sound of the

instrument. The goal of this design is to provide an

instrument with very accurate pitch and precise control of

its waveform and envelope. These characteristics were

judged to be important for the expected uses of this system,

CAI and psychoacoustic research. It should also prove

adequate for at least some applications in music performance

and composition.

The most important contribution of this design should

be, however, to provide the basis for an economical tool for

the music researcher, filling a place which has received

little attention.
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND EVALUATION

The system described in this paper attempts to bridge

the gap between highly sophisticated, but expensive, systems

and inexpensive, but limited systems. This chapter explores

how well the system lives up to the design characteristics

espoused in chapter V.

The evaluation is necessarily limited because a working

prototype of the system has not been completed. Final

evaluation can be conducted only when that prototype is

complete. This section will summarize the strengths and

weaknesses which can be determined from analyzing the

present design.

System Strengths

Pitch Accuracy

The instrument has a pitch range from 0.06 Hz to 3906

Hz with a resolution of 0.06 Hz. The human ear cannot

distinguish between two frequencies which are closer than

one one-hundredth (1/100) of semitone (this unit is known as

a "cent"(1)). Thus a pitch accuracy of plus or minus one

cent is more than adequate for musical purposes. In fact,

pitch accuracy within two to five cents is often considered

sufficient. The accuracy of pitch perception is much less

at the extremes of the range of human hearing (l).

71
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This instrument is accurate within one-half cent at

frequencies above 103 Hz and within one cent above 52 Hz.

The error doubles each time the frequency is halved (e.g.,

two cents at 26 Hz, four cents at 13 Hz, and so forth). The

pitch accuracy of the instrument only suffers below 26 Hz,

very low within the range of usable pitches, and where the

error will likely be of little consequence.

The frequency range of a piano is from approximately 27

Hz to 4200 Hz(1). The normal upper limit of the fundamental

pitches of the instrument is 3906 Hz, about one semitone

below the upper limit of the fundamental pitches of piano

notes. In practice, though, the instrument can exceed this

upper limit by storing two or more cycles of a waveform in

the same space that normally holds one. On the low end of

the frequency scale a complete envelope with a duration of

about sixteen seconds can be generated. In practice,

however, it is more likely that an envelope will be stored

in segments; for example, attack--the initial amplitude

contour; steady state--the amplitude during the middle of

the note; and decay--the end of the note where the amplitude

falls off. Each of these segments would be a separate

table. The control computer would then change envelopes at

the proper points.

Waveform Selection

The waveforms used in the instrument may be specified

arbitrarily by the control computer. The control computer

Wl
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stores values which represent a desired waveform in the

shared memory. It also tells the instrument where the

desired waveform is by storing a four-bit value,

TABLESELECT, in the instrument register file. The control

computer may change waveforms for a voice as often as

desired by changing TABLESELECT.

Amplitude Modulation and Envelope Control

A strong point of this instrument is the ability to

produce rapid changes in amplitude. Envelope generation

parallels waveform generation in all aspects except that the

table values for envelope samples are interpreted as

unsigned integers and the table values for the waveform

samples are interpreted as signed integers.

The envelope samples can serve at least three

functions: 1) envelope specification--this is the standard

mode of operation where a stored envelope controls the

moment-to-moment amplitude (articulation) of a note; 2)

tremolo--the envelope samples may specify a periodic, but

slow, fluctuation in amplitude (this is generally below 10

Hz and of relatively low magnitude); and 3) rapid amplitude

modulation--as the rate of tremolo increases the perceived

effect of the fluctuation changes; a complex waveform is the

result. Amplitude modulation has not been used as widely as

frequency modulation in generating complex sounds but it may

prove a useful technique.
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User Interface

The importance of the user interface has been stressed

throughout this paper. The integration of a control

computer into the low level design of the music box enhances

the possibility of forming a strong user interface. This

instrument can operate in a stand-alone mode, with the

control computer handling interaction with a user and the

detailed control of the instrument. If, however, another

computer handles user interaction and the control computer

only handles score translation and music performance, much

more sophisticated operations are possible.

One possibility would be to have the control computer

handle translation of ANUS score notation and to use an

external computer to aid the user in preparing musical

scores or CAI material. Such a division, or distribution,

of computing resources should enhance the system's utility.

System Weaknesses

Fixed Waveform

Although the waveform tables which the instrument use

may be changed fairly frequently, there is no powerful

provision for generating time-variant spectra except for

amplitude modulation (which is relatively unproven).

Additive synthesis is certainly possible, but it is costly

in terms oscillators--all eight voices of the instrument

might be required to produce one voice of output. Other
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techniques, such as VOSIM (see chapter III) or frequency

modulation, are not available.

This drawback is not very important in the applications

for which the system was designed. It does, however,

constrain the composer or performer who might want to make

use of the system.

Frequent Control

Although there is accurate control over frequency the

instrument cannot effect a rapid frequency modulation. In

fact, even a simple vibrato requires considerable

intervention from the control computer. This is a

deficiency which will require attention in future designs.

Sapl Size

It is questionable whether the sample size, eight bits,

should be considered a weakness. (Eight bits was chosen

because of both computer system and DAC economies.) The

design is founded on the prediction that an eight-bit sample

and a high sampling rate can produce acceptable quality

sound, with accetably low quantization noise. The design

attempts to optimize the available sample size through the

use of analog scaling; this procedure (similar to the

floating-point number representation widely used in computer

systems) allows the digital signal always to be full scale,

thereby maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio.

The sample size brings with it, however, a marginal

a
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signal-to-noise ratio even in the best case (about 42 dB,

from equation 2). The possibility of objectionable noise is

certainly greater than would be expected with a larger

number of bits. The only sure judge, however, is the ear.

On paper, the music box should perform up to

expectations. It is likely, though, that it will undergo

changes before it finds regular use. Possible areas for

further effort include: 1) alternate forms of envelope

control--a difference of opinion exists as to whether the

envelope table needs to be sampled as rapidly as it is.

Possible alternatives are being explored; 2) addition of

more flexible frequency control--vibrato and probably

frequency modulation should be part of any future design; 3)

table size--the optimum table size for this instrument has

not been fully investigated; and 4) number of voices--the

M6809 appears to be fast enough to control sixteen voices.

Extending the current design would probably entail a change

in the sampling rate to 31,250; this is still sufficient for

good quality sound. Further modifications might also allow

sixteen voices with the current sampling rate (62,500),

should that be necessary.

Finally, considerable effort needs to be spent on the

software which runs the control computer. The software, as

much as anything else, sets the limits beyond which one

cannot go. Also experience has shown that good software can

extend the capabilities of a hardware system and enable
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otherwise unexpected sound combinations to be produced.

Future efforts will have to be divided between improving

the instrument and computer hardware and developing soft-

ware to refine the system.
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AP2ENDIX A

DESCRIPTION OF DATA TYPES IN THE INSTRUMENT

-- Note: the notation used below is based on the new
Department of Defense language proposal, ADA.

Package MUSIC is

-- Primitive data types

type
subtype
subtype
type

type

STROBE is new BOOLEAN;
INT4 is INTEGER range 0
INT8 is INTEGER range 0
ACCUMULATOR is delta
range 0 .. 16#FF.FFF;
SAMPLINGINCREMENT is delta
range 0 .. 16#F.FFF;

.. 15;

.. 255;
16#0.001

16#0.001

-- Composite data types

type ADDRESS is
record

LOW
HIGH :

end record;

INT8;
INT8;

type MAP is
record

SI : SAMPLINGINCREMENT;
AMP CONTROL : INT4;
TABLESELECT : INT4;

end record;

-- Variables

Timing Controls
ACCESSGRANTED, ACCESSDELAYED, WAVE ENV : STROBE;

-- Memory Mapping

MEMORYMAP : array (INT4) of MAP;

Output variables

WAVE DAC, ENVDAC : INTS;
AMPDAC, CONTROLLATCH : INT4;
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Internal variables

NEXT ADDRESS ADDRESS;
ACC FILE array (INT4) of ACCUMULATOR;
NEXT CONTROL, NEXTAMP, HOLD INT4;
NEXT~WAVE : INT8;

INSTRUMENTSELECT : INT4 :=#0;

end MUSIC;



APPENDIX B

REGISTER TRANSFER DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENT

WAVEENV LOW

ACCESSGRANTED low-to-high
ADDRESS BU <= NEXTADDRESS;
NEXT_CONTROL <= HOLD;

ACCESS DELAYED low-to-high
ACC FILE(INSTRUMENT SELECT) <=

ACC FILE (INSTRUMENT SELECT) +
SAMPLINGINC (INSTRUMENTSELECT) ;

ACCESSGRANTED high-to-low
NEXT ADDRESS.LO <
ACCFILE.INT (INSTRUMENTSELECT);

NEXTADDRESS.HIGH <
TABLE_SELECT (INSTRUMENTSELECT));

HOLD <= AMPCONTROL (INSTRUMENTSELECT);

INSTRUMENTSELECT <= INSTRUMENTSELECT + 1;

CONTROLLATCH <= NEXTCONTROL;

WAVEDAC <= NEXTWAVE;

ENVDAC <= DATA BUS;

AMP DAC <= NEXTAMP;

WAVE ENV HIGH

ACCESS GRANTED low-to-high
ADDRESS BUS <= NEXT ADDRESS;
NEXT AMP <= HOLD;
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ACCESSDELAYED low-to-high

ACC FILE(INSTRUMENT SELECT) <@
ACCFILE (INSTRUMENTSELECT)

SAMPLINGINC(INSTRUMENTSELECT);

ACCESSGRANTED high-to-low

NEXT ADDRESS.LOW <=
ACC FILE.INT(INS T RUMENT SELECT);
NEXT ADDRESS.HIGH @
TABLESELECT(INSTRUMENTSELECT);
HOLD <=
AMPCONTROL (INSTRUMENTSELECT);
INSTRUMENTSELECT <=
INSTRUMENT SELECT + I;
NEXTWAVE @ DATA BUS;

.:.:._i .,. ,-...- .- ; . +.:. ,N.r w... .: i ,. . . - ,.e;. .<.. ,.....,... .WF:: . , .:.. .. . .,:.r..,,,.E... -;--,:JMr 4-s'X 'y..3.--.,Way an. +_, ;r1+:t. .z...: .w .i; .- DOS.-,..., ,. _ ,.;.1 .. . - - _ ..
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